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STYLE AND FUNCTIONALITY
COMBINED
Ridgeline of New Zealand has been providing the UK with its unique
style of outdoor clothing since 2007, which has been proven in the
harsh and rugged environment of the New Zealand Mountains.
Ridgelines ethos has always been simple and that is to provide a
range of outdoor clothing that is highly technical and great quality
whilst at the same time being affordable. Ridgeline has always
been at the fore front of fabric technology and this is vital when
providing clothing that needs to keep you protected from the
elements in the harshest of environments.
This year Ridgeline introduces a range of lightweight
garments using the new RL #Hi-DRO STRETCH™ fabrics
which combine movement and functionality whilst
remaining waterproof and extremely versatile. We have
combined this new fabric technology with Ridgeline’s
unique long New Zealand styling to bring you the
ultimate in wet weather protection and durability
giving you the ability to Challenge the Extreme.
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MONSOON ELITE II
SMOCK
Developed as the ultimate in active outdoor wear. Made with the new
RL #Hi-DROSTRETCH 5K™ 3 layer laminated shell, which is light,
waterproof (10,000 H20) and breathable (5,000 MVT).
Designed to satisfy the highly mobile and active outdoors person that
needs ultimate protection coupled with lightweight versatility.
Weighing in at a mere 850 grams (size Large) but with a performance
that packs a heavyweight punch, this will ensure you stay dry and
warm at all times.
Teak / Olive:		

XS - 5XL

Product Code: RLCAME2-

£239.99SRP

#Hi-DRO
5K
STRETCH
Comfort & Movement Combined

WATERPROOF
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WINDPROOF

™

BREATHABLE

HARDWEARING

LIGHTWEIGHT

Waterproof
Zipped Pockets

Removable
Wired Hood

MONSOON CLASSIC
SMOCK
The Monsoon Classic has been developed with functionality and
hardwearing protection in mind. The classic New Zealand style with its
functional and distinctive look gives you maximum protection with its
highly waterproof (10,000 H20) and breathable (5,000 MVT) 3 layer
laminated shell together with features such as two waterproof zipped
pockets, functional hood with 3 points of adjustment, waist clinch and
velcro cuffs makes this a functional and affordable smock.
Teak / Olive:		

XS - 5XL

Product Code: RLCAMC-

£169.99SRP

WATERPROOF

WINDPROOF

BREATHABLE

HARDWEARING

Velcro Cuff

Waist Clinch
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PINTAIL EXPLORER SMOCK
Interaction with our customers is very important to us here at Ridgeline, it
enables us to improve and develop existing styles to suit the customer’s
requirements. The Ridgeline Pintail Explorer smock is testament to this and
we have added new features to further enhance the Pintail Explorer Smock,
a new pack away hood with wire, articulated elbows which are double
lined, colour contrasted for style and belt clip to enable
convenient carriage.
With a waterproof rating of 10,000 H20 and breathability of 5,000
MVT the remainder remains the same, why change a good thing.
Teak / Olive:		

XS - 5XL

Product Code: RLCAPE-

£139.99SRP

5K

WATERPROOF
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WINDPROOF

BREATHABLE

HARDWEARING

LIGHTWEIGHT

Double Lined
Elbows

Elasticated
Cuff

NEW
CYCLONE
SMOCK
Finding gear that is able to withstand the rigors of outdoor work is near on an
impossible task. It needs to be comfortable, warm and most of all practical.
The Ridgeline Cyclone Smock has all these important features. Lots of
pockets, hard wearing, warm, windproof and great value for money.
Whether you are hunting, farming or getting together with friends around
the campfire at the weekends, you will be able to rely on the Cyclone to
deliver quality, style and comfort.
Olive:

XS - 5XL

Product Code: RLCSMCO-

NEW

£89.99SRP

Available Autumn 2018

WINDPROOF

HARDWEARING

Fixed Hood

Zipped and Domed
Pockets
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TORRENT EURO II JACKET
The Ridgeline Torrent Euro II is a true field jacket packed full of features
and is as tough as they come. Made from Ridgelines famous
QUIET-TEX PRO™ waterproof, breathable and quiet fabric, the
Torrent Euro II has been developed to ensure that you get the best
value for money without compromising on quality. With features
that far outweigh the price the Torrent Euro II is a definite
favourite in the Ridgeline range of clothing.
Teak / Olive:		

XS - 5XL

Product Code: RLCFT2EJ-

£114.99SRP

WATERPROOF
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WINDPROOF

BREATHABLE

HARDWEARING

LIGHTWEIGHT

2 Deep Cargo
Pockets

Detachable Hood

TYPHOON JACKET
The long style jacket is what Ridgeline is famous for so when we combined
our style with today’s modern fabric technology we came up with a
lightweight (859 grams) and practical jacket called the Typhoon Jacket.
It has all the features of heavier and more cumbersome jackets,
waterproof (10,000 H20) and breathable (3,000 MVT), wired and
adjustable hood, hand warmer pockets, cargo pockets, elasticated
and velcro cuffs but is easier to carry and every bit as durable in
its performance.
Olive:		

XS - 5XL

Product Code: RLCWJTO-

£169.99SRP

#Hi-DRO
3K
STRETCH
Comfort & Movement Combined

WATERPROOF

WINDPROOF

™

BREATHABLE

HARDWEARING

LIGHTWEIGHT

Hand Warmer
Pockets

Large Pack Away
Wired Hood
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SEASONS JACKET
The Ridgeline Seasons Jacket is probably the lightest and most versatile jacket on the market
weighing in at only 529 grams this featherweight jacket packs a heavy punch. It is 100%
waterproof, seam sealed and breathable. Made with our new RL Hi-DROSTRETCH 3K™
fabric the Seasons Jacket was developed as the name suggests, to be worn all year round
and not just in the field. A great looking jacket that is versatile and extremely
comfortable to wear what ever your outdoor activity.
Product Code: RLCWJSJ-

Heather Brown / Olive:

£109.99SRP

Product Code: RLCWJSJ-

Prey Eyes / Blaze Camo:

£119.99SRP
Available Autumn 2018

XS - 5XL

#Hi-DRO
3K
STRETCH
Comfort & Movement Combined

WATERPROOF

10

WINDPROOF

™

BREATHABLE

HARDWEARING

LIGHTWEIGHT

Zipped
Pockets

Pack Away Hood

PRO-HUNT JACKET
If you are looking for a hard wearing and functional Jacket then the
Pro-Hunt Jacket hits the mark. The long New Zealand style adds
Ridgelines unique ruggedness to the jacket and the bonded fleece outer
makes it silent and deadly. Water-resistant, windproof, hard wearing
and tough makes this an ideal garment for those that demand a lot
from their clothing.
Olive / Prey Eyes Camo:

		

XS - 5XL

Product Code: RLCWJPH-

£124.99SRP
Available Spring 2018

NEW

WINDPROOF

BREATHABLE

HARDWEARING

Zipped Pockets

Fixed Hood
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BLIZZARD JACKET
When the wind changes direction and starts to bite you need a jacket capable
of keeping the wind out and the warmth in. Made with a polyester liner that
will trap warmth and hold it there to keep you cosy, and a heavy-duty outer
that will keep the wind at bay and you warm and protected. The Blizzard
jacket is ideal for the winter months whether you go into the city or out in
the wilds of the countryside.
Brown :

XS - 3XL

Product Code: RLCPJBZE-

£74.99SRP
Available Autumn 2018

NEW

WINDPROOF
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BREATHABLE

Zipped Pockets

Elasticated Cuffs

TALON SOFT SHELL
If you are looking for a jacket that you can wear all year round, check out the
Talon jacket. Made with Soft Shell it is a smart alternative to a field jacket and
doesn’t look out of place in any situation.
The Talon is windproof and warm, zipped pockets ensure items are secure and a
nifty little chest pocket is ideal for your mobile phone.
A great all rounder that is sensibly priced.
Moss:

XS - 3XL

Product Code: RLCSJTM-

£64.99SRP
Available Autumn 2018

WINDPROOF

BREATHABLE

LIGHTWEIGHT

NEW

Velcro Cuffs

Zipped Chest
Pocket
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14

15

PINTAIL EXPLORER PANTS
Ridgelines top of the range waterproof pants do not only look good but have all the features
you expect from Ridgeline. Articulated and double lined knees, re-enforced butt and shaped
thigh pockets with waterproof zips. We have kept the Tri-Fit adjustable leg system from the
original Pintail pant which made these pants the most versitile waterproof pants
on the market.

Teak / Olive:		
Product Code: RLCPPET-

XS - 5XL
WATERPROOF

WINDPROOF

BREATHABLE

HARDWEARING

£139.99SRP

Tri-Fit
Leg Adjustment

STALKER PANTS
We have taken the classic Kiwi fleece pants to a different level. We started with hard wearing
bonded fleece and added a Cordura back for a tough reinforced seat you’ll appreciate when
glassing on rock and shingle. The straight leg has a functional knee cut for walking and
climbing comfort and belt loops for your favourite belt - no more wet-fleece drag and sag.
Other features include side air vents, two front zip-pockets, an elastic waistband and a zip and
button fly.

Olive:

XS - 5XL

Product Code: RLCTSO-

£54.99SRP
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18
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LADIES HINTERLAND FLEECE
Mid layer fleeces are essential for keeping warm and comfortable but they must look
good also. The Hinterland Fleece with its classic ladies cut is both practical and
good-looking. Made with Southern Star 275 Fleece™ and trimmed with the all-new
Ridgeline zips in pink, this fleece will suit the town and field alike without looking
out of place. Two zipped pockets will ensure your items are safe and a high collar
to keep you snug.

Olive:		

8 - 20

Product Code: RLLJHTO-

£44.99SRP

2 7 5

BREATHABLE
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Zipped Front

2 Zipped Pockets

LADIES ALPINE FLEECE
Being comfortable in any outdoor activity is important but so is looking good. This
New lightweight fleece has been developed and cut for the ladies so they can look as
good as Ridgeline performs. Made with Ridgelines famous SOUTHERN STAR 200™
fleece it will keep you warm and comfortable without being to bulky. Simple styling
with classic ladies cut means the Alpine fleece is not only great value for money but
will look good whatever you are doing.

Olive:		

8 - 20

Product Code: RLLALSO-

£34.99SRP

BREATHABLE

Thumb Cuffs

Embroidered logo
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WILD CAT THERMALS
Base layers are essential for two reasons, they help maintain
the core temperature when cold and draws sweat away from the body when
working hard. The Ridgeline Wildcat Thermal Tee and Pants will perform both
these functions keeping you comfortable in all weather conditions.
Black/Purple:		
Top
Product Code: RLLBLTWB-

£29.99SRP
Available Autumn 2018
Bottoms

Product Code: RLLBLLWB-

NEW
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£29.99SRP
Available Autumn 2018

8-20
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IGLOO TOP
As its name suggests the Igloo top has been developed to keep you warm and
comfortable whilst outdoors. Made from SOUTHERN STAR 340™ fleece with a
Windproof and Weatherproof membrane, the Igloo top is ideal when a jacket
is just too much. A long front zip allows for ventilation and two chest pockets
allow you to carry all the essentials you need.
Olive:

XS - 5XL

Product Code: RLCJIO-

£59.99SRP

WARM
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2 Chest Pockets

Velcro Cuffs

GLACIER TOP
Being comfortable is essential when you are spending long periods of time out
in the elements. The Glacier Top is made with Ridgeline
SOUTHERN STAR 300™ fleece, which will ensure that you are warm and cozy
in all conditions.
It has two zipped chest pockets to keep essentials secure and a long front zip to
vent out when the going gets tough. The Glacier top is an ideal mid layer for the
functional minded hunter.
Olive:

XS - 5XL

Product Code: RLCJGO-

£52.99SRP

WARM

LIGHTWEIGHT

2 Zipped Pockets

High Collar
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NO BOUNDARIES FLEECE
Staying warm whilst remaining comfortable is exactly what the
No Boundaries Fleece has been developed for. Made with
SOUTHERN STAR 275™ fleece it is the ideal mid layer which can be
worn anywhere and has all the features needed to help you keep
your items secure.
Two zipped pockets, a zipped arm pocket and a high collar makes
this fleece practical whilst stylish at the same time.
Olive:

S - 5XL

Product Code: RLCJNBO-

£49.99SRP

2 7 5

BREATHABLE
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LIGHTWEIGHT

Two Zipped Pockets

Zipped Arm Pocket

ESSENTIAL LONG SLEEVED
FLEECE TEE
Sometimes less is more and the simplest of things make a big difference.
The Ridgeline Essential Long Sleeved Fleece Tee is just that.
As a base layer, a mid layer or even by itself as the weather gets warmer, with
thumb cuffs to stop the arms riding up and keep your hands warm, and a round
neck so that it can be worn with almost anything makes this tee essential to the
Ridgeline range.
Olive:

XS - 5XL

Product Code: RLCLSEO-

£21.99SRP

1 7 5

BREATHABLE

LIGHTWEIGHT

Thumb Cuffs

Round Neck
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TRAIL TOP
Light but effective mid layers are essential when planning a trip into the outdoors.
The Trail top is made to keep you comfortable without over heating. It has also
been developed to look good too with contrasting panels which are shaped to
fit you perfectly. The ideal garment that will look good
anywhere and everywhere.
Olive/Grey:

XS - 5XL

Product Code: RLCLSTO-

£49.99SRP
Available Autumn 2018

NEW

WARM
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LIGHTWEIGHT

Quarter Zip

Contrasting
Panels

SCURRY VEST
The trouble is you want to look smart, but you also need functionality and
performance. This extremely versatile vest gives you the best of both worlds.
One side is smart quilted fabric (Olive) that allows you to look good on the
peg shooting or picking up, the other is made from our famous QUIETEX™
fabric (Teak) which will keep you warm and dry. All in the most functional
vest you will ever own.
Olive / Teak:

S - 5XL

Product Code: RLCVSROT-

£89.99SRP

5K

WINDPROOF

BREATHABLE

Reversible

Cartridge
Pockets
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AORAKI VEST
Sometimes you just don’t know what to wear for the best, camo or olive? The
awesome Ridgeline AORAKI reversible vest will solve that problem and it is
warm and comfortable too. This padded vest has been developed so that it
keeps your all-important upper body warm whilst keeping arms free. Zipped
pockets keep important items safe and the waist clinch keeps the heat
locked in. We are sure that this will be an essential piece of your hunting
gear as well as your going out kit.
Olive/Prey Eyes Camo:

XS - 3XL

Product Code: v-

£99.99SRP
Available Autumn 2018

NEW

WINDPROOF
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BREATHABLE

LIGHTWEIGHT

Zipped Pockets

High Collar

CLAY BUSTER
SHOOTING VEST
The new Ridgeline Clay Buster shooting vest is essential wear for the days you
are practicing your moving target skills. This smart well-designed vest has
large pockets for cartridges, extra fabric on the right shoulder to ensure
smooth gun mount, mesh back to assist cooling and smart orange trim to
make this vest as stylish as it is practical.
Black:

XS - 5XL

Product Code: RLCVTCBB-

£79.99SRP
Available Spring 2018

NEW

Mesh back

Large Cartridge
Pockets
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BALLISTIC FLEECE HOODIE
Being warm and looking good do go together. The new Ballistic hoodie is made from
super warm SOUTHERN STAR 275™ fleece and has been developed with the modern hunter in mind. We have also ensured that this hoodie is practical so it fulfils all
your everyday needs.
Olive:

XS - 5XL

Product Code: RLCHBSLO-

£44.99SRP
Available Autumn 2018

NEW

Zipped Pocket
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Double Lined
Hood

STEALTH THERMAL
BASE LAYERS
Base layers are essential for two reasons, they help maintain the core temperature
when cold, and draws sweat away from the body when working hard.
The Ridgeline Stealth Thermal Tee and Leggings will perform both these functions
keeping you comfortable in all weather conditions.
Black/ Green:

XS - 3XL

Top
Product Code: RLCBLTSB-

£29.99SRP
Available Autumn 2018

NEW

Bottoms

Product Code: RLCBLLSB-

£29.99SRP
Available Autumn 2018

LIGHTWEIGHT

Elasticated Waist
Band

Round Neck
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KIDS SPIKER JACKET
There is one thing about taking your young ones hunting: they will want to look as good
as you - and why not? Going out with an experienced hunter is a highlight in any kids
life and our young ones clothing range has been a runaway success. Our Spiker Jacket is
waterproof, breathable and features a fixed hood and roomy bellowed pockets that will
make a hunter out of your apprentice before they even start. Get the young ones to try
one on, check out the look on their faces and be thankful for our amazing
giveaway price.

Olive / Buffalo Camo:

8 - 14

Product Code: RLCKKSPIKO-

£59.99SRP

WATERPROOF
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WINDPROOF

BREATHABLE

LIGHTWEIGHT

2 Way Zip

Velcro Cuff

KIDS SPIKER PANTS
At last! Now you can all head out hunting fully dressed in waterproof Ridgeline gear.
Match the pants with the junior Spiker Jacket and you’ll be ready to track those dogs
till the end. A great set of pants for hanging down at the farm as well.

Olive:

8-14

Product Code: RLCKTSPIKO-

£49.99SRP

WINDPROOF

BREATHABLE

LIGHTWEIGHT

Ankle Ties to
Seal Pants

2 Domed Leg Pockets
With Storm Flaps
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WARRIOR BOOTS
The Ridgeline Warrior EXP Boot is the next step in extreme wet weather protection.
Made with full grain wax leather with a Hydro guard membrane and Thinsulate liner, this
boot is weather proof which will keep your feet warm and dry in the most horrendous
conditions. Extra grip on those slippery surfaces is provided by the Hyper Grip rubber
composite sole. Especially developed for Ridgeline this sole will offer the wearer
secure and positive foot placement on surfaces that would normally
be inaccessible.

Brown:

6 - 13

Product Code: RLBWARRIORE-

£189.99SRP

WATERPROOF
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BREATHABLE

HARDWEARING

Speed Lace
Eyelets

Hyper Grip
Sole

CAMLITE BOOTS
Stealth is the all-important advantage when hunting in the open, so why give this
advantage away. The Ridgeline Camlite hunting boot has an athletic sole, which enables
the wearer to approach with silence and precision. Because the boot is light and
responsive it allows you to feel the pressure, which is applied to the ground thus
limiting noise and undue sudden movement through bad foot placement. The boot is
water resistant and warm, which will allow you to hunt in all weather conditions
with confidence.

Buffalo Camo:

6 - 13

Product Code: RLBCAMLX-

£129.99SRP

WINDPROOF

BREATHABLE

LIGHTWEIGHT

Anti Scuff Toe

Athletic Sole
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GUNSLINGA
This do-anything, go-anywhere backpack
is a must for avid hunters. Manufactured
using our unique Quiet-Tex™ outer fabric
over a tough PVC liner to withstand the
rigours of the hunt, it features waist and
chest belts, 35L capacity, side-pockets
and gun holder (bladder not included).

Buffalo Camo:
Product Code: RLAPHBPMX

£54.99SRP

COFFIN GEAR
BAG
Manufactured in Tricot fabric with
multiple handles and side pocket zipper.
This bag also features a sling handle and
has a 90 litre capacity for all your gear.

Buffalo Camo:
Product Code: RLAPHGBX

£49.99SRP
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5 POCKET
UTILITY BELT
This five-pocket utility belt has five zipped pockets
and holds almost as much as a day-pack, but is easier
to organise and access. Crafted of durable, bonded
fleece, it is silent and reliable.

The Sniper bag has been developed to
ensure that your equipment is
protected at all times. With more than
enough storage to carry your accessories
and essentials, you can go on the range
or out in the field with everything you
need to ensure you have a successful day.

Olive / Buffalo Camo:

Olive:

Product Code: RLAPBB5-

Product Code: RLGBRSNP-

£24.99SRP

1 POCKET BUM BAG
Perfect for that quick trip into the field when
you only need the bare essentials.

Buffalo Camo:
Product Code: RLAPBB1X

£25.99SRP

WEBBING BELT
You can rely on this rugged webbing belt to hold up your trousers and
secure your knife and gear pouch to your waist.
(130cm can be cut down to fit)

Brown:
40

SNIPER BAG

Product Code: RLAABELTB

£14.99SRP

47 / 54”

£149.99SRP

COBRA SLING
This extremely comfortable, wide
neoprene firearm sling is ideal to spread
the weight across your shoulders perfect
for the heaviest of firearms.

Buffalo Camo:
Product Code: RLASSBRX

£24.99SRP
Black:

Product Code: RLASSBRB

£23.99SRP

NEKETAI
Great for sun protection what ever the activity, awesome for increasing camo coverage, or blocking the flies in the bush. They can tie back your hair, keep your neck warm, be a fashion accessory
around your wrist… the list is endless! These are great additions for everyone.

Buffalo Camo / Blue Camo / Blaze Camo:
Product Code: RLANKT-

£13.99SRP

SLASH CAP
Our sturdy Camo cap with a stylish swish of
black on the peak.

Buffalo Camo:
Product Code: RLACS

£12.99SRP

BUSH HAT
Wide brim gives extra protection from the
sun, ventilation eyelets, draw-cord & toggle,
press stud to fold the brim up to the sides.

Buffalo Camo:
Product Code: RLAHBX

£14.99SRP

VEILED BRIMMED HAT

VEILED BRIMMED HAT

With four round air vents, a drawstring for windy
conditions and accessory loops around the side, our
stylish Brimmed Veiled Hat will keep you warm on a
cold day and cool on a hot day.

Staying hidden whilst remaining dry on top is essential. The Ridgeline Water Resistant Brimmed Hat has
this covered with the all new Digital Camo and a veil
to hide your face.

Buffalo Camo:

Digital Camo:

Product Code: RLACVX

Product Code: RLAHTVPE

£24.99SRP

£24.99SRP

Available Autumn 2018

NEW
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REVERSIBLE BEANIE

REVERSIBLE FLEECE BEANIE

The Ridgeline Beanie can be worn as either a
Black or Olive outer to suit whatever activity
you are taking part in, 2 Beanies rolled
into one.

This handy double layer beanie will help keep warm
and cozy. One side will keep you hidden from your
prey whilst the other will make you visible to
other hunters

Olive / Black:

Camo / Blaze:

Product Code: RLABAROB

Product Code: RLABNRXZX

£14.99SRP

£9.99SRP

Double-layer beanie made of lightweight anti-pill SOUTHERN STAR 200™
micro-fleece to keep your head warm without weighing you down.

This super warm fleece lined beanie has been
developed to keep you warm, safe and looking good.

Olive/Blaze / Buffalo Camo / Black:

Olive / Teak:

Product Code: RLABF-

Product Code: RLABALO-

£7.99SRP

£13.99SRP

PROFILE FLEECE BEANIES

POLAR FLEECE BEANIES

A great looking close fitting beanie made of lightweight
anti-pill southern star 200 micro-fleece to keep your
head warm and make you look good too.

This traditional looking beanie will ensure your ears
will be as warm as your head. Made with lightweight
warm fleece and as ever with Ridgeline, great value
for money.

Olive / Blaze / Buffalo Camo:

Olive / Blaze / Buffalo Camo:

Product Code: RLABNPF-

£9.99SRP

Available Autumn 2018

NEW

FLEECE LINED BEANIES

FLEECE BEANIES
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Available Autumn 2018

NEW

Product Code: RLABNPL-

£9.99SRP
Available Autumn 2018

NEW

SIZE GUIDE
MENS
Jackets

XS

S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

4XL

5XL

Chest size (CM)

85-90

90-95

95-100

100-110

110-117

117-125

125-132

132-138

138-145

Chest size (Inches)

33-35

35 - 37

37-39

39-43

43-46

46-49

49-52

52-54

54-57

Pants

XS

S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

4XL

5XL

Waist Size (CM)

80-85

85-90

90-95

95-100

100-105

105-110

110-115

115-125

125-130

Waist Size (Inches)

31-33

33-35

35-37

37-39

39-41

41-43

43-45

45-49

49-51

LADIES
Fleeces

XS (8)

S (10)

M (12)

L (14)

XL (16)

2XL (18)

Size (CM)

91

96

101

106

111

116

Size (Inches)

36

38

40

42

44

46

CHILDREN
Children

8

10

12

14

Chest (CM)

68

73

78

82

Chest (Inches)

27

29

31

33

Waist (CM)

60

63

66

69

Waist (Inches)

24

25

26

27

When measuring, keep tape snug but not tight.

Waist: Measure around waist at narrowest point.

Chest: With arms relaxed at sides, measure around
the largest part of the chest and shoulder blades.

Note: Use sizing guide as an approximate measure as there may be variances
between different styles. When measuring, keep tape snug but not tight.
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CARE GUIDE
CARING FOR YOUR WATERPROOF CLOTHING:
Dirt and grime will affect the performance of Ridgeline waterproof clothing so keeping the garments clean is vital for maintaining its effectiveness. All waterproof clothing contains a membrane, which makes the garment waterproof and breathable. This membrane can be damaged and will cease to function efficiently if the garment is not cared for correctly as per the care instructions, which is normally locat-ed
in the collar of the garment.
AVOID USING THE FOLLOWING CLEANING PRODUCTS:
•
•
•
•

Ordinary detergent
Detergents containing fabric conditioner
Fabric conditioner
Bleach

AVOID DIRECT HEAT- EXAMPLES OF DIRECT HEAT ARE:
• Laying garments on radiators
• Drying the garment in a tumble dryer
• Drying the garment on hot water pipes

• Placing the garment in front of an open fire
• Placing the garment in front of an electric blow heater or radiator
• Airing Cupboard

We highly recommend that you allow these garments to air dry.
CARE INSTRUCTIONS:
•
•
•
•
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Hand wash with water at 30°C
Do not iron
Do not bleach
Do not dry clean

• Do not wring
• Do not tumble dry
• Hang to dry

RIDGELINE CLOTHING
FABRICS
1 7 5

5K
2 7 5

NEW Fabrics

#Hi-DRO
5K
STRETCH
Comfort & Movement Combined

™

#Hi-DRO
3K
STRETCH
Comfort & Movement Combined

Here at Ridgeline we understand that outdoor clothing technology and fabrics are getting more advanced with every changing season, but
we also understand that every season is changing with every passing year. This year we have introduced the new RL #Hi-DROSTRETCH™
fabrics, which are a major advance in weight reduction, without compromising on performance. The advantage of the RL #Hi-DROSTRETCH™ is the reduction in weight compared to other fabrics that are available with the same technical ability which allows movement
without restriction. This means that we can produce high performance shell garments, which are perfectly suited for any environment; in
which our customers require them to perform in. RL #Hi-DROSTRETCH™ fabrics allow you to Challenge the Extreme with confidence,
comfort and movement combined.
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www.ridgelineclothing.co.uk
www.highlandoutdoors.co.uk
Ridgeline of New Zealand is distributed in the
UK and Europe through Highland Outdoors

MAKING LIFE
THE ADVENTURE
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